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Mr. Lindsay Mundell
U.S. Bureau of Mines
Denver Research Center
Building 20, Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225

Dear Mr. Mundell:
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Under the Interagency Agreement between theVU.S. Bureau of Mines and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC-02-80-075) you are requested to perform the
following task. -

The scope of the task includes:

1. Review the enclosed list of references
Assessment (EA) of NNWSI-project site.
in addition to the references quoted ir

from the final Environmental
This list has many new references

i the draft EA for this site.

2. Identify all key references among the new references which we should
be familiar with for reviewing the final EA for the NNWSI site.

3. Please submit the list of new key references by February 14, 1986.

The action taken by this letter is considered to be within the scope of the
current Interagency Agreement (NRC-02-80-075). -No changes to costs or
delivery of contracted products are authorized. Please notify me immediately
if you believe this letter would result in changes to costs on delivery of
contracted products. I can be reached on (301) 427-4629.

Sincerely,

Banad Jagannath
Engineering Branch
Division f W Management, NMSS
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